2'
[610 mm]

1'-8"
[497 mm]

Standards Worldwide

ADA COMPLIANT

Printed in China

5'
[1524 mm]

5'-6"
[1671 mm]

9 DELRIN SPRAY
NOZZLES PER LOOP
(36 TOTAL)

FINAL GRADE

1'-2"
[356 mm]

2 WATER INLETS
PER LOOP:
1.5" NPT COUPLERS

SEE FOOTING DETAIL 'B'

4'

waterplay manufacturing [1219
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mm]
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LOOP SPACING SHOWN IS THE RECOMMENDED MINIMUM.
ACTUAL SPACING CAN BE ADJUSTED TO SUIT SITE
CONDITIONS AND AVAILABLE AREA.

C A T A L O G U E
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san fernando, madrid, spain

R6'
[1829 mm]

4'
[1219 mm]

6'-10"
[2091 mm]

10'-2"
[3090 mm]

8'-9"
[2674 mm]
15'
[4572 mm]
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Imagine…Waterplay your way.
Our first Waterplay park was installed in Whistler, Canada in 1987 and is still operational today. Since that
time, spray parks have moved into many diverse environments including; private residences, hotels,
resorts, housing developments, indoor and outdoor aquatic facilities, daycares, public spaces and
zoos.
With over 2000 Waterplay parks installed, it’s amazing that they are all dripping with their own unique
styles. The creative themes they display.... and component combinations they feature, have an infinite
variety.

Still, there is one constant among them all, laughter splashes through every park signalling

pure summertime fun.

we take

fun seriously

The team at Waterplay is passionate about putting smiles on the faces of children and laughter in
parks around the world. To keep us inspired and focused on our true critics, the children, our team
fieldtrips to Waterplay parks to observe how children interact with components, with water and with
each other.
What keeps our customers coming back and why do so many new clients choose us? Waterplay has
polished spray park technology to a finely tuned refreshing fun factory, and we continue to focus on
interactive, safe, eco-friendly products that offer unlimited play value.
At Waterplay, our components are substantial - extra tall & ultra thick to discourage climbing
packed with as many as 40% more nozzles than the competitor’s.
highest safety standards and offer unparalleled durability.
Go ahead, imagine… endless possibilities.
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- and

Our slides are designed to the
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mckinney, usa

ABOUT US
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kelowna, bc, canada

ABOUT US
Nothing brings laughter to a park like an exciting world of shapes and showers. Unpredictable
sprayers, oversized water cannons and larger than life creatures converge to create spaces dripping
with imaginative fun. Happiness reigns over the neighbourhood and kids claim their space with an
excitement that reminds us of how summer should feel.

we'll work

as one until the job

is done

At Waterplay our enthusiasm is infectious, from choosing colors to installing bolts, we’re here to
ensure the process of building a spray park is enjoyable. The journey begins with our online park
builder, which transforms creative ideas and cool component options into tangible three-dimensional
models and specific CAD layouts. Our extensive experience in park design will guide you through
evaluating budgets, creating timelines and choosing what will work best for your project. Even the
construction process is easy with detailed contractor installation guidelines, multiple water usage
options and trouble free maintenance.
So wipe the canvas clean, pick your secret ingredients and make that park fun again.
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dubbo, australia

ABOUT US

safety & accessibilityfor everyone
We care about kids. That is why our designs meet or exceed the strictest safety standards, and they
are created so that children of all abilities can play. Installers and owners can build without worry, and
parents and care takers can let the children play without hesitation.
All children deserve to stay cool on hot days. Activator contact points are low to accommodate all
heights, the archie and loop bases are wide enough to easily cruise through in a wheel chair.
Our team custom designs each pad layout to create age appropriate areas. In one space the older kids
can get as wet as they want with interactive components and unpredictable sprays, while the little ones
explore predictable, small squirts.
Key to our success and true to our philosophy, safety is paramount to all Waterplay innovations. Thick
and tall components prevent grasping and climbing, and flush nozzles provide entrapment free,
interactive play. Flow rates, surface slope and drainage are important considerations and are designed
specifically to maximize park safety.
Everything that we do follows the strictest guidelines to tackle the tremendous responsibility of
creating safe play environments for everyone.
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Kelowna, British Columbia, canada

COMPONENTS

choose components
to suit your environment
Cool parks need cool components.
The key to a great water play park is choosing the right components. Whether installing a park to
include a single component, numerous components or a custom theme, our designs maximize your
space and budget. Safe and durable products provide unlimited aesthetic appeal and function.
We offer a spectrum of creative stainless steel products. Waterplay’s innovative clear acrylic
components engage children of all ages as they watch the rushing water, and our high action slides
create hours of fun. Shade sails complete the design while delivering protection from the sun's
harsh rays. Our Delrin® nozzles prevent bonding of metal parts, guarantees high performance with
superior longevity, and are lead-free. Advanced, easy to use electronic controllers and activators utilize
technology to optimize water consumption and handle heavy usage. The result is the perfect menu of
options for planning an inspired and enduring park.
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interactive components
truly INTERACTIVE PLAY FACILITATES LEARNING

*

tuney tube

C02-136
cover a nozzle to hear a note –
play your favorite tune!

*Patent Pending
12

*

tappin' tunes

C07-138
cover a nozzle to hear a note –
play your favorite tune!

misty twisty

C02-135
turn cylinders to match pictures
or make goofy combinations

sound sprays

C07-002-4/-8
block water flow to play
custom sounds

Waterplay nozzles and ground sprays interactive with themed
sound effects that are activated when water flow is blocked

COMPONENTS

* Make

wet wheel

i-spy

C02-132

arganda del rey, madrid, spain

a02-014
add to any column for an
interactive twist

spin a roo

C02-140
spin the wheel to turn
the water on
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sneaky soakers
Unpredictable spillers keep kids guessing

mix'n match

C02-148
also available in a 5 arm
configuration (C02-149)

14

sneaky soaker 5

C02-092
also available in a 3 arm
configuration (C02-091)

rainy river
C02-147

double trouble sneaky soaker
C02-171

spiral soaker
C02-544

fill'n spill
C02-173

COMPONENTS

sploosh!
spilly soaker
C02-543
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cannons + spray faces
Multidirectional components give kids hands-on control

cannon ball
C02-083
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carronade
C02-131
(dual axis)

lil' squirt
C02-085

cosmic cannon
C02-078

COMPONENTS

"6-'2
]mm 567[

edarG laniF
telnI re
relpuoC TPN
nirleD elbaegnahcretnI
elzzoN yarpS
gnitooF eeS
'B' liateD

"3-'3
]mm 899[
"3-'1
]mm 573[

epiP "6

'1
]mm 503[
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columns
Smooth shapes and lines are aesthetically pleasing even after the

pole-ka
C02-028
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hula post
C02-027

curvy cane
C02-026

candy cane
C02-025

rolly poley
C02-033

watercolor
C02-125

spiller piller
C02-010

flag

C02-036

water is turned off

mist stick
C02-046

sprayola
C02-084

sail-away
C02-111

wavy wand
C02-081

ho-lee post
C02-019

perry scope
C02-042

COMPONENTS

fun

aqua art
C02-126

crazy hose
C02-039

extra charge for
multi-colour stripes,
available on any column
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flowers + trees
materials are chosen for their strength, durability, safety and ease

daisy mae

C02-023
(curved/straight option available)
curved shown

trilli lily

C02-020
(curved/straight option available)
straight shown

three-headed sunny
flower

C02-040-3
(2 headed option available)

sunny flower
C02-062

poly palm

C02-018
(curved/straight or windy option
available)
windy shown
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COMPONENTS

of installation

cat tail

C02-090

mist tree

C02-102
extra charge for
multi-colour stripe as shown

prickly pete
C02-014

prickly pattie
C02-029

rain forest
C02-170

rain cap

C02-017
available with or without
polkadots
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cool stuff
all components comply with csa, astm and ul guidelines for safety,

anchors away
C02-053

crow's nest
C02-047
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fishin' pole
C02-089

sea spray
C02-016

water pump
C02-099

water tower
C0X-099

triple play
C02-103

cloud burst

C02-116
(custom panels available)

and

COMPONENTS

NOZZLE
5" PIPE
1'
[305 mm]

7'-7"
[2299 mm]

and offer wheelchair accessibility

10'-1"
[3073 mm]

N 6" DELRIN SPRAY

FINAL GRADE
WATER INLET
N 1.5" NPT COUPLER

SEE FOOTING DETAIL 'C'

C02-124

fun-o-meter
C02-015

calypso
C02-174

cap-tivator
C02-054

Craig Ranch, Texas

hank junior
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crazy critters
CAPTIVATING GRAPHICS OFFER AN ENDLESS VARIETY OF THEMES

ogo + pogo

papillon
C02-172

Calgary, Alberta

C02-048/C02-094
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rooster
C02-105

caterspiller
C02-315

COMPONENTS
charger

o-riginal

C02-108

elle spray
C02-064

wally whale tail jr + wally whale body

C02-095
(custom panels available)

froggie-o
C02-106

gerome
C02-076

C02-037/ C02-114

kokospilli
C02-098

wally whale tail
C02-071
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spirals n' stuff
zero-depth play areas DRAIN WATER AWAY BEFORE IT CAN ACCUMULATE

water-o
C02-072

aqua arch
C02-032

spiral
C02-035

squeaky clean
C02-065
(custom panels available)
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spray loop tunnel
C02-059

squeaky clean brush
C02-066

castle turret
C0X-119

COMPONENTS

1'
[305 mm]

9'-4"
[2851 mm]

Final Grade
(4) -1 1/2" NPT
Coupler Inlets
16'
[4877 mm]

archway
C02-052
custom graphic panel available

castle
C02-104

See WaterPlay
Footing Detail 'C'

rainbow
C02-056

archie
C02-041

waterfall
C02-060

shower curtain
C02-176

castle gate
C02-118
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n 8'
[2438 mm]

ground sprays

Durable
Spray

ELEMENTS OF SURPRISE POP UP EVERYWHERE

85
°

Stainless
Canister

W
1.0" N

Non-Shrink Grout
(By Other)

the wave

misty mountain

C02-251

C02-253

geyser

pop-it

C02-250

C02-254

S

mop top
C02-255

28

tulip

C02-257

doughnut
C02-011

COMPONENTS

e Delrin
Nozzle

85
°

Nozzle #- NOZ-08001

Stainless
Canister

Wat
1.0" NP

1'
[298 mm]

Non-Shrink Grout
(By Other)

Water Inlet
NPT Coupler

1'-2"
[356 mm]

Final Grade

2 7/8"
[73 mm]

Se
D
monster - 5

lily pad

C02-256

C07-001

See Footing
Detail 'A-1'

4"
[102 mm]*

tidal wave

wall spray

C02-252

C02-115

* Slab Thickness Shown Is
Only A Representation.
Actual Requirements May
Vary.
spray tunnel
C02-034

deck spray
C02-038

(5' and 10' options available)

gusher
C02-100
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activators

Activators put children in control of their fun, by telling the water where
to go and when. Each Waterplay activator has a sensor incorporated
into the component. When a child touches the activator, a signal is
electronically sent to the control system, bringing the park to life.

INTERACTIVE systems ARE ACTIVATED BY A CHILD'S TOUCH

power play
C02-074

arrows indicate activation point
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power play spray
C02-075

enviro-eddy
C02-123

kidz x-ing
C02-004

power post 2.0
C02-164

COMPONENTS

Waterplay also offers activators for individual components. These Play
Pals can work in conjunction with a control panel, or can eliminate
the need for a control panel. Our Play Pals bring a unique and truly
interactive aspect to a Waterplay park. Pair a Play Pal with a Carronade
or Sneaky Soaker and suddenly the kids are in charge and loving it!

ready-set-go

ground sensor
C02-024

maestro
C02-139

power spray post
2.0
C02-165

play pal

C0X-XXX-PPA
pictured on carronade

C02-055
standard activation point
shown.
up to 3 activation points
for extra charge
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slideplay

Slideplay has been designed with safety and durability in mind. The modular construction and
incorporation of Waterplay’s spray components allows for flexible design and maximum play
value. Standing up to the rigorous demands placed on slides in high traffic, chlorinated water
environments was at the forefront of the design.

Satisfying a need for the integration of dry playground-like

sl250

32

sl240

slideplay

components into spray ground environments
Key features of Slideplay include:
Multiple slide configurations with 4 and 6 foot/1.2 and 1.8 metre slide heights;
Play zone variety with dumping buckets and rain showers;
Sightlines that provide exceptional visibility at all times;
Compliance with applicable ASTM F1487 CAN/CSA 2614 safety standard;
Stainless steel structure with super durable, UV resistant powder coated finish;
Polycarbonate windows;
Fiberglass slide and deck with anti-slip surface;

sl210

Ease of installation with surface mounting.

sl120

Nanatorium Pool, Quebec

sl220

sl100
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shadeplay
Shadeplay offers the coolest solution under the sun
There is no better way to protect people and property from harsh
conditions such as the sun’s ultra-violet rays, heat and glare and reduce
water evaporation in pools or spray parks than with Shadeplay’s exclusive
misting system and Monotec 370 shadecloth sails.

mellow haze
(yellow)

sheba
(dark blue)

koonunga
(green)

graphite
(charcoal)

bubblegum
(pink)

sherbet
(orange)

karloo
(sand)

domino
(black)

lime fizz
(lime)

marrocan
(terracotta)

jazzberry
(purple)

chino
(cream)

abaroo
(red)

bundena
(blue)

The Monotec 370 shadecloth sets the benchmark for heavy duty commercial
grade knitted shadecloth. Suitable for smaller domestic type applications
to the largest commercial or architectural projects, this high quality UV
stabilized high density polyethylene product is engineered to last. Shadeplay
greatly increases the use of outdoor spaces at a moderate cost.
Key features of shadeplay include:
Made from 100% high density polyethylene round yarn;
UV protection exceeding even the toughest Australian standards;
10 year UV warranty;
10 year tension warranty;
Tested for flammability;
Superior strength;
Wide rolls, less seams;
Mildew & mold resistant.
Shadeplay Sails are available in 14 colours
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accessories

nozzles & custom signs										
Customized water effects for optimal play value

nozzles
Nozzles – the interface between toys & children.
Waterplay designs components to include as many as 40% more nozzles than our competitors. We
have spent considerable resources on developing a line of nozzles that feature custom spray patterns
for maximum play value and specific site requirements. Our nozzles are available in Enviro Flow,
specifically designed for low water consumption parks, and Max Flow, designed for treated water
systems and high water consumption environments. Waterplay nozzles are installed flush on all
components and at final grade so that there are no pinch points.
Our dedicated R&D team recommends Delrin® nozzles. Over time, brass nozzles tend to meld with
dissimilar metals making servicing difficult. Delrin® bridges the gap between metals and ordinary
plastics with a unique combination of strength, toughness, fatigue resistance, abrasion resistance, low
wear and low friction.
The bottom line is better performance and a long lasting product for everyone’s enjoyment.

CUSTOM SIGNS
Carry your unique theme throughout the park with Waterplay signs designed specifically for you.
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DEX & drains				

14.50
14.50
mm]
[368 mm]
[368

Component Flange

Base Flange
SS Base Unit

12.00
12.00
mm]
[305 mm]
[305

Final Grade
4-6" (101-152mm) Reinf.
Slab (by other)

accessories

Flange Gasket

Waterplay® Component

1.00
[25 mm]

Detach and exchange

A

Footing (by other)
Presenting
versatility
See appropriate footing

recommendation
for
Waterplay’s revolutionary anchoringWinter
system,
the Detach
System, or DEX System,
Cover
Plate and Exchange
individual toys.
Final Grade
increases usage opportunities for water play park surfaces.
4-6" (102-152mm) Reinf.
Slab (by other)
Traditionally, upright spray park components were bolted to footings and then further cemented into
Compacted
place, limiting use of spray pads during winter months. With the DEX System,
aboveSub
grade components
Granular
Waterplay® DEX System™
Grade
can now be easily removed making way for winter activities. Additionally, park owners can purchase

new components for refreshing water play experiences year after year.

DRAINS
Every spray park should have a couple of drains to ensure safe operation so why not complete your
park with Waterplay drains. Available in green, black, gray and sandstone, these drains will fit seamlessly
into your park design.

WINTER CONFIGURATION
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controllers
smart controllers KEEP KIDS GUESSING WHICH TOY WILL SPRAY NEXT			
height

imperial/metric

1.
2.
3.
4.

kiosk
S-6A, S-6B (Controller)
E-6, E-10, E-18 (Controller)
E-26, E-34 (Controller)

1

depth

2’ 6” / 750
1' / 300
1'4" / 400
1'11” / 600

1’ 5” / 430
8” / 200
8” / 200
8” / 200

imperial/metric

3' / 900
1’ 4” / 400
1’ 11” / 600
2’ / 551

2

width

3

imperial/metric

4

* All sizes subject to change, please verify when placing your order.
The control system is the heart of a water play park’s interactivity. Waterplay’s control panels are built with safety, durability, water
conservation and of course, unpredictable fun in mind. Our controllers are considered the highest quality in the industry, and
are easy to use.
Waterplay control panels feature logical touch pad interfaces with LCD displays, allowing the park operator to set the rules of
water use with confidence. Default settings are established with your input to set the days and times of operation, overall water
consumption rates, and sequencing patterns. Out team will help you choose the ideal controller for your park.
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accessories

water
management
BUILDING PARKS WITH FUTURE GENERATIONS IN MIND
height

width

imperial/metric

1.
2.
3.
4.

c06-wmxxx control centre wall mount 		
c06-ag0xx control centre vault above grade
c06-bg-0xx 6, 10, 18 control centre vault below grade
wts-xxx 100 WaterReplay		

1

2

imperial/metric

5’ 0” / 1524
4’ 0” / 1222
3’ 3” / 987.5
6’ 0” / 1828.8

1’ 2” / 355.6
3’ 0” / 914
3’ 9” / 1152.5
6’ 6”/ 2m

3

length

imperial/metric

4’ 1” / 1250
7’ 11” / 2159
6’ 0” / 1828.8
9’ 5’ / 2.9m

4

measurements are a general guide, specific sizes are determined upon final selection of components.

Waterplay’s creative juices don’t just flow to the design of our components. When it comes to water conservation, we think
outside the box.
Potable Systems – Do not assume that you have to use a treated water system to offset the use of water. Potable systems are
not synonymous with wasted water. Depending on local regulations for the treatment of gray water, there are options for water
reclamation such as irrigation or to flush public washrooms. Potable systems are perfect for small spaces or tight budgets, and
ensure high quality water at all times.
Treated Water Systems – A treated water system (TWS) adheres to public health requirements for spray park facilities while reducing
the overall water consumption. Through a system of filtration, disinfection and replenishing, the water’s chemical
make-up is continually monitored to ensure that safe water is recycled for use in your park. All of the water is collected into a holding
tank and sent back through the water treatment system, resulting in minimal water loss and maximum social responsibility.
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custom design a park

to suit your needs

Just as each child is unique, so too is each water play project. Budgets, space, layout and component
expectations differ. A community’s water supply and regulations vary, adding to the uniqueness of
your park. Waterplay has the experience and products to address each one of these variables, and we
will skillfully guide you through the entire development process.
Our components are designed to interact with children in a variety of ways. Given sufficient time, we
can bring your own concepts to life.
Children are drawn to primary colors, and we have a large assortment of brilliant hues for you to
choose from. The variety of themed graphics available to you is staggering and promises to bring your
environment alive with splashes of color. Come on, get your palette primed – there’s a water play park
to design!

40
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customization

spray park development
Planning	partners	

Get your feet wet with Waterplay at our revolutionary on-line park builder.

Choosing your team carefully simplifies

Visit www.waterplay.com, peruse our site for design ideas, and then click on ‘park

the water play park development process.

builder’. There, you will begin the adventure of designing your very own spray park.

Your working group may consist of an

Starting with your choice of venues, you will then go on to select your components

engineer, health authority, architect

while keeping your budget in check. Once you are satisfied with your component

or landscape architect, and a project

choices and layout, click ‘submit’, and a Waterplay representative will contact you to

manager.

further develop your design.
Selecting the companies for design and
Our sales team will make recommendations based on budget that includes layout,

installation are critical milestones that

surfacing, installation, and maintenance. The next step is choosing a water source

are best done early. If necessary, we can

and evaluating space constraints.

recommend designers and installers
in your area. Count on Waterplay to

With all of this information gathered, you are well on your way to developing a

maximize efficiency and eliminate

water play space that’s brimming with fun.

oversights by coordinating directly with
the designer and installer.
With a solid team in place, you can
streamline the development process
resulting in reduced overall project costs.
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Design	installation	
www.waterplay.com

Maintenance

Now that all the building blocks are in place,

The chosen project manager oversees the

Ongoing support is an essential element

developing the layout can begin. The chosen

water play park installation. This individual,

in maintaining a properly functioning

design team will take stock of safety standards,

working with a general contractor and our

spray park for decades. Waterplay

applicable public health regulations, and the

in-house Project Management Team, will

recommends daily site visits prior to

unique qualities of the setting. This is where the

lead a team consisting of a pool contractor,

opening to ensure the pad is free of

fun phase of design begins with component

electrician, plumber, and concrete sub

debris, and to ensure that the water

choice, color, theme, and park layout.

trade.

pressure is at the optimum level. For
parks with a treated water system,

Spray Park design has never been easier

The installation process begins with site

regular water quality checks must

with Waterplay’s on-line Design Center. This

excavation and pouring the concrete

be performed. To keep Waterplay

comprehensive tool offers you and your team

footings for the components. Then,

components looking their best, buff

access to technical component files, including:

the components are plumbed and the

and polish them monthly.

2D CAD blocks, spec pages, and photos. These

electrician completes the electrical

essential building blocks are ready to easily drop

requirements. At this point, the water play

Our knowledgeable toll free phone

into your design plans any time you need them.

park begins to take shape as components

support and navigable web site provides

Just call us to get your user name and password.

are secured to the footings and the area is

quick responses to questions, technical

backfilled. The last step is setting the final

issues and maintenance requirements.

Realize the advantage of convenient access to

grade. Now all that remains is a thorough

We’re here to create the most play value

the latest in spray park technology.

park test and then you’re ready to let the

for children, and to give you the most

play begin!

value for your investment.
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standard color choices												

	chocolate brown	

Deere Green	

Purple violet	signal blue	water blue

*

	sunflower yellow	super chrome	sulphur yellow	
	Yellow Green	
railing beige

gloss white	

Safety Orange	fire red	holland black	sky blue

Our extensive research has proven that children love bright primary colours. With a vast spectrum
of hues, you’ll add environmental excitement and sensory stimulation to the children’s play
experience.
Waterplay strives to lead the industry in innovation, environmentally friendly manufacturing
processes and products, and quality. Staying true to that vision, Waterplay uses cutting edge powder
coating applications. This super durable paint uses Primid for its hardening agent rather than TGIC,
which may be hazardous to people and to the ozone in its raw form. Further, this powder coating
product features superior fade resistance, gloss retention, and protection from extreme heat,
constant moisture and ultraviolet rays.
The color choices above are reasonable representations of our actual component color options. If
your favourite isn’t on our palette, we can custom mix colors to satisfy your specific needs.

*
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gray

available at an additional fee

DETACHABLE
ALUMINUM PANEL
5" PIPE
9 DELRIN
SPRAY JET
NOZZLES

customization

theme graphics

7'-11"
[2414 mm]

												

5'
[1524 mm]

FINAL GRADE
1.5" NPT COUPLERS
Waterplay custom graphics are tough. The base coat, and clear top coat applications stand up to
extreme weather conditions and are used to create speciality graphics such as stripes, polka dots, and
many other unique creations.
Local, cultural, historical and geographical influences can capture a theme in a water play park.

1'-3"
[381 mm]

SEE FOOTI
DETAIL 'B'

Choose a medieval castle complete with a colorful serpent, create a desert island with palm trees and
whales or recreate an old time railway station with a kidz x-ing activator and a water tower. If you can
dream it, we can create it.
Our professional artists are kids at heart and their custom splashes of color are always fun and
appealing to children and adults alike. When asked which graphics young children prefer, the
overwhelming response is those with simplistic designs. Conversely, older children are drawn to
complex creations. Our sales and design team will work with you in developing age appropriate spaces
to optimize your custom theme components.
Think like a kid and develop a theme for hours of fun and imaginative play.
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welcometo the team
Choosing a Waterplay park for your play space is a significant decision, and we provide the assistance
you deserve. Our Project Management Team will guide you through the installation process and offer
support during the life of your park.
Our Project Managers have real world experience in our industry. From piping plans to tightening the
final bolt, they have the technical know-how to get the job done on time and on budget. Even years
after the park is turned on, our team is here to offer advice that will optimize your parks efficiency
and performance with minimal maintenance. Always just a phone call away, our team is well versed in
communicating with all experts in the field.
Whatever your needs, we offer you peace of mind with practical solutions!
Building extraordinary customer relationships one park at a time.
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post-sales support

project management												
													
Building extraordinary customer relationships

We guarantee exceptional service every time you call. Your investment is
also ours, and we take pride in quality built products and parks.
Through the design process and as long as you own your park, the Waterplay Project Management
Team will work with you and your chosen team of experts. They will facilitate discussions between
the on-site project manager, general contractor, subcontractors, and lead designers to ensure the
installation process is seamless. Comprehensive support documents are readily available to assist the
contractor with all aspects of water play park construction.
Waterplay’s resources reach beyond the water toy installation portion of each project, touching
important areas, including but not limited to; footings, surfacing techniques, sub grade preparation,
water supply and discharge methods, facility enhancements and ongoing care and attention
necessary to keep your investment in top condition.
Water play parks are our business, and we understand what is required for flawless design, installation,
start-up and maintenance. Our goal... quality, service and fun beyond your expectations.
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post-sales support
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we are

committed to offering

the best

Built with the best materials and to the highest standards, our components are tough. Our personal pride
and manufacturing confidence are backed by a twenty-five year warranty on the structural integrity
of all stainless steel alloys that guarantees them to be free of defect, corrosion and deterioration. All
control systems, parts and accessories, including even the smallest structural pieces and fasteners, are
warranted for two full years. Full specifications are outlined in our warranty.
Our team is always prepared with guidelines for maintenance and rapid response assistance. Our
extensive inventory of replacement parts and wealth of spray park knowledge will support every aspect
of your operation. With our reliable service and established history, Waterplay will make sure you are
provided with a system that runs optimally and without interruption.
For added piece of mind, ask us about our optional extended warranty packages.
With a Waterplay park, "no worries" means imaginations are set free to run wild.
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